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What really happens after death? Follow the soulâ€™s journey as the last frontier of learning is

investigated: the afterlife. Delve into the mysteries of earthbound ghosts, reincarnation, Heaven,

Hell, messages from Spirit Guides, the concept of preordained events, and much more. As the

author and a gifted clairvoyant explore afterlife communication via actual words of spirits and

guides, find out what those on the other side have to say. Read an extensive historic interview with

the spirit of Ulysses S. Grant. Visit the battlefields of Gettysburg to learn about a reincarnation, see

spirit soldiers, and discover details of the bloody battle that killed so many. Using the Spirit Board,

â€œGhost Box,â€• pendulum, and clairvoyant messaging, encounter the spirit of a Confederate

soldier who does not realize he has passed and is still fighting the Civil War. Chat with members of

the crew from the submarine Thresher that sunk in 1963. See photos of angels, apparitions, ghost

animals, fairies, and other paranormal phenomena. Also included is reader instruction for improving

supernatural experiences: taking paranormal photos, using equipment, and understanding the

investigative process. Become a believer in or better understand the afterlife.
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I cannot put this book down. It was written by a man I met a few years ago, courtesy of my very

thoughtful best friend since first grade, who drove me up to New Oxford, PA, and introduced me to

Barry at one of his channeling sessions with Barbara Lee. Over the years, I have gone from totally

rejecting the idea of life after death and reincarnation to totally open to the concept. It's been a long



and slow process, but I have come around to believe that both continuation of the soul and

reincarnation are really the only scenarios that make sense to me. At age almost 59, I can only hope

I still have enough time left to discover who my guides are and how to contact them. There is so

very much yet to learn! Barry's book is an eye-opener for anyone willing to consider that just

because we can't see it does not mean it does not exist.

A Nah Sayer's Perspective.Not long ago I found a new gift book on my desk entitled "The AfterLife:

What really happens on the other side". My first response was what in the world is this??? I think

there are many who have spent most of their life with facts and figures. I hadn't even considered an

afterlife, much less than what happens there. Regardless and with a bit of urging of my family, I put

my head down and started on the first chapter. After reading several chapters I found the

paranormal to be interesting and looked forward to finding out what might happened next. The book

really is a series of paranormal events. Strohm has documented (photos, recordings, and videos

etc.) the interaction with those on the other side and those still kicking around. He even addresses

the detail of the documenting process so someone who might be so inclined, with a very good

medium, a lot of effort, one might capture their own orb photos.Actually buying the book would be

the easiest and most effective way to understand the paranormal.So here is the answer to the

question, am I converted to the study of the paranormal?Probably not. But on the other hand, after

reading Strohm's book, I certainly don't have any reason to refute the existence of paranormal

spirituality. It is truly a good read and I have a new perspective on the Afterlife.

I cannot put this book down! I stayed up way to late because I got lost in it's pages. Very

educational! I feel like Barry is speaking to me in a very friendly setting - having a conversation

about his experiences with me over a cup of coffee. I would recommend this book to anyone who is

interested in the paranormal, whether you are a novice or experienced. I have read about many of

these things before but Barry's style just sucks you in! If you haven't picked up your copy yet you

are really missing out on a great read from a great author.

Find a blanket, your favorite beverage, and curl up with this remarkable read--you may be up until

the wee hours with this one. Prepare for a real page turner, as Barry Strohm takes you on a spiritual

journey: the soul's journey into the afterlife. Owners of Golden Lane Antiques (where he also works

with those interested in seeking guidance), Barry and his wife Connie have experienced

extraordinary encounters with the spirit world, often with the assistance of their friend, gifted



clairvoyant Barbara Lee."Afterlife" chronicles Barry's numerous encounters with spirit guides and

past life souls through the use of a spirit board, ghost box, pendulum, and clairvoyant messaging.

Clients' stories are presented verbatim. (Lovers of Civil War history will be enthralled by exchanges

between Ulysses Grant and his brother Orville, as channeled through a session participant!) Photos

of paranormal phenomena are included, as well.Barry leaves the reader with tools for improving

one's own spiritual awareness: belief and better comprehension of our joyous journey, through this

life and beyond.

Everyone has different experiences and beliefs about paranormal events and with the afterlife. Barry

Stolhm has put together a collection of events that he has experienced. Barry with the help of a

clairvoyant, Barbara Lee, and spirit boards has conversations with Ulysses S. Grant and other

spirits. He shows photographic evidence from several experiences, but he also talks about other

items that can help you reach spirits.This book gives numerous methods to reach the other side. If

you are interested in these events, would like to have your own experiences, or even if you have

had your own experiences this book will help you to â€œseeâ€• what you are looking for. It gives a

person hope that there is more to our world than just what we can see. I take it as a sign that there

has to be more to our lives than simply the several decades that we are physically in this world.On

the other hand, if you are a skeptic, you may see these as just hoaxes. The thing is the book is

written in such a way that you donâ€™t just simply pass this off as another hooey book. I find that I

want to know more, even if itâ€™s something that didnâ€™t sound as real as others may think. For

example, whenever I see or read anything where they record ghost voices in the static of a recorder

I feel it is just too convenient that the investigator hears all kinds of messages when I barely hear a

change in the static. But I didnâ€™t want to stop reading just because of things like that.Overall I

really liked how Afterlife was put together. You can laugh at different events, you may be skeptical,

or it may make you more of a believer. It is well written without feeling like a hoax but approached

for anyone.If you are interested in the paranormal, spirits, or such I recommend that you get this

book. It reaches out to everyone.I received this book for free in exchange for an honest review.
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